
Color Schemes

Can you identify them?



Refer to this website to read more about the 
psychological properties of color...

http://www.colour-affects.co.
uk/psychological-properties-of-colours
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What are TINTS and SHADES?
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What kind of color is it?
TINT, SHADE, OR HUE?
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Primary Colors - red, blue, and yellow. (Colors that can’t 
be made by mixing other colors.)



Secondary Colors - purple, green, and orange (colors 
made from mixing 2 of the primary colors)



Tertiary Colors - colors made by mixing neighboring 
primary and secondary colors



Monochromatic Color Scheme - 3 tints, shades, or tones 
of one color



Complementary Color Scheme - colors that are directly 
across from one another on the color wheel



Analogous Color Scheme - 3 colors that are next to one 
another on the color wheel



Triadic Color Scheme - 3 colors on the color wheel that 
are connected by a triangle (Ex. all the primaries or all 

the secondaries)



Accent Color - a 4th color in a color scheme that POPS!





Monochromatic Color Scheme





Analogous with Neutral tones as well





Tints of Analogous Colors





Triadic Color Scheme





Shades of Warm Colors





Complementary Color Scheme





Neutral Color Scheme





PRIMARY COLOR SCHEME





Warm Color Scheme (where the gold has hints of yellow)





Rainbow Color Scheme





Cool Color Scheme





Primary Color Scheme 
(Red has been replaced with pink)





Neutral Color Scheme with a Green Accent





Cold Colors





Warm Colors + Grey





Neutral Color Scheme + Blue





Analogous Color Scheme



Go to:
http://paletton.com/

and play around with making some color schemes!

Also, try:
https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/color-family
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